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Porque mi historia se duplica
cuando en mi infancia descubrí
mi depravado corazón
que me hizo caer en el mar
y acostumbrarme a submarino.
pablo ne ruda , from “Otro Mas”

The story of my life repeats itself —
as a small child I discovered
my corrupted heart,
which tumbled me into the sea
and accustomed me to life underwater.
pablo ne ruda , from “Another One”
from The Yellow Heart translated by
William O’Daly

Just This Once
Once, in a wild place, I felt myself quiet down. I listened, drew
silent breaths. It was dangerous not to warn the bears I was
there, no question. But I wanted to live one moment in a wild
place without disturbing the other creatures there. This delicate
moment laced with fear — a life wish.
Just this once, I told myself. Everyone else snored. Black nets
billowed, let in a few mosquitoes. I snuck out, careful to prop
shut the cabin door so porcupines wouldn’t be tempted, pulled
on hip waders folded knee-high, headed up the path not singing,
not calling out, not jangling bells to warn the one who left tracks
bigger than ours at the edge of the water and her spring cub who
dawdled behind, clawing up storm clouds of silt. Undisturbed
and not disturbing, I stood still breathing in sphagnum’s mossy
sigh quiet after loon calls, followed unmarked paths left by stars
too wild to show themselves anywhere but here, inhaled her
nursing musk, the bear I knew was there.
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Death can come at any time. I know that.
So why was I so shocked when on a sunny Alaskan afternoon
near the end of the twentieth century, near the end of a twentymile bike ride I damn near bought the ranch, headed for the last
roundup, kicked the bucket, cashed in my chips? I almost said
hey to St. Peter, shufﬂed off this mortal coil, heard a ﬂy buzz, left
the mirror clear.
I always ﬁgured I’d get old. So how does “any time” apply, I
mean, to me? I assumed I’d sprinkle marigolds in a path for the
dead to follow on Día de los Muertos, so my mother, gone in her
thirties, could walk beside her mother, frail in her eighties, who
told me the hardest thing in her long life — outliving two children.

fa i r bank s, j une 19 , 2 0 0 0
Three canoes drift the Chena. From our garage, we watch them
round the bend in the river and slip out of sight. We strap on
our helmets, zero out the last ride’s numbers on the handlebar
computers. It’s my turn to choose where we’ll pedal. Joe likes
to snake through downtown or to meander through neighborhoods. I prefer less trafﬁc and suggest, “Let’s do Farmer’s Loop,
on the bike path where it’s safe.”That’s ﬁne with Joe, proud these
days to be ﬁt enough for twenty miles of hills. We pull on gloves
with no ﬁngertips and pedal off.
If you sent away for a glorious Alaskan day, this one you’d
pay extra to have delivered. This afternoon splendid as the cover
of a seed catalog — better even, because it sprouts on its own, a
volunteer, wild gift. No effort’s required of us. All we have to do
is savor it.
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The river ice is long gone, the birch trees in full leaf. Beavers
gnaw 360s around trunks, then like playground bullies push
down scrawny trees.
A few blocks through Hamilton Acres and we catch the bike
trail along the Steese Highway. We dodge broken glass behind
Big Daddy’s Barbecue, dodge ﬁreweed poking through asphalt
cracks by Seekins Ford. We slalom around potholes in the dips
and rills along Old Steese. Then we gear down for the wide
half-mile curve that opens onto the Loop, get ready to stand on
the pedals. They’re deceptive, those gradual long inclines. You
think you can pace yourself and make it ﬁne, but breath tells you
exactly where your limits are.
I break a sweat before we hit the collapsed place outlined in
hot pink spray paint, clunk into a lower gear, and spin my legs
faster, teetering a little as the hill gets serious. I aim for the crest,
inhale the aroma of wet ﬁreweed. Up top, Joe grins. Birch and
spruce shade us.Then, nose down, we take on momentum.Wind
we create ourselves cools our brows. We don’t need to pedal
almost until the Dog Musher’s Hall.
We pass the odd lot where some guy (the owner? a squatter?)
has nailed up stuffed animals. Hundreds of stuffed animals. Bears
and cats and ﬂoppy puppies all over trees and trellises. Branches of
beanie babies, pyramids of gargantuan carnival animals. He’s made
a forest of blue dogs, Tasmanian devils, Tweety, Sylvester, Oscar
the Grouch. Blue plastic tarps crackle, the nailer’s shelter. A huge
yellow sign, swiped from a construction site, says, “Absolutely No
Hiring.” Another, “No Visitors.” I pedal a little faster past his lair.
We speed up on the downhill, past the trail to our secret blueberry patches, past the pond, past the road to see musk oxen,
past the back entrance to University of Alaska Fairbanks. We
wait for the signal at University and College, then push on to
Geist, where the bike path’s fenced all the way along the side
by Johansen Expressway. The other side’s open sometimes, but
fenced where a steep slope or the slough might be dangerous.
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We breathe deeply, and feel virtuous with twenty new miles
on our odometers. It’s the peculiar self-congratulation of the not
particularly athletic, once we get off our duffs and do something
active. We laugh, the sun warm on our shoulders, a gray camp
robber leading us on in glancing loops.
All along the rock meadow separating Aurora Motors from
Noyes Slough we’ve got clear sailing. Concrete and chain link
separate us from the freeway on the right. Joe has drawn a little
ahead as we near the Overpass to Nowhere. Some highway planner had projected a walkway over the freeway, and the rise was
added, but the path, fenced off, leads to open air.
We strain up the last big hill before the ﬂat mile home. Joe’s
lead is increasing, so I pedal on the downhill, catching up.
Concrete and chain link line both sides of the trail up ahead
where the trees get thick. Alders grown bushy along the slough
push through the fence and block the view.

What comes next, I learn from Joe, again and again.
Around the blind curve comes a kid, screaming illegally down
the bike path on his four-wheel atv. Joe sees him, thinks, “Oh,
man, this is gonna hurt.” The atv’s suspension catches Joe’s front
tire, crushing it rim to hub, twisting. Joe ﬂies over his handlebars,
over the kid and the four-wheeler, and lands on his knees on the
path. “Wasn’t so bad,” Joe thinks.
He jumps up, cursing the dumb son of a bitch, and runs to
where I am lying. I’m curled on my side, back to the concrete.
Both sides of my helmet are gouged and scraped. My right knee
bleeds around imbedded gravel. A little trickle of blood leaks
from my lips. Joe tries to get some response, but I am out.
Witnesses stop right away and call 911. A man leaps the fence
and holds my head.
The ambulance can’t drive all the way to where we are, so it
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eases out across the gravel. Then paramedics have to hoof it. Two
people hold my head still as they strap me to a backboard.
I open one eye but the sun’s too bright.
While he talks to police, Joe watches paramedics tending me,
then sees that they’re heading for the ambulance. He tries to run,
to keep up, and feels his back seize.

I’m under a door covered with sandbags. Muddy water’s rising.
My hips sink deeper into muck. I can’t open my eyes until I
know what’s in this water. The weight crushing my chest grows
heavier. Am I wearing armor? My lungs ﬁll with wet concrete.

Next thing I know, Joe’s holding my foot. We’re in a large room.
Many people. He comes up beside me and says loving words.
Then he says, “Nobody knows how to take out your contacts.
Think you can do it?” (Later Joe tells me how they cut off my
clothes, snipped right through the front of my bra, stuffed the
scraps into a plastic bag with a handle and absurdly presented it
to him.)
Things are moving fast. Flat on the gurney on the way to
surgery, I open one eye. Nobody knows how to help this time. I
reach up deftly with my left hand and pluck out what brings the
blurry world into focus.
I close my eyes, slip backwards into the blur as wheels beneath
me begin to roll.

I wake in a body I barely recognize. My head’s too heavy for my
neck. I can’t turn my face. The room swirls. It occurs to me that
I must be alive. Nobody has ever mentioned that death hurts this
much. My belly’s bandaged, as is my right leg. My whole upper
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